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Let GF(q) denote the finite field of q elements and let GF[q, x] denote the integral domain 
of polynomials in an indeterminate x over GF(q). Further, let F = F(q) denote the algebraic 
closure of GF(q) so that every polynomial in GF[q, x] factors completely in F. This paper 
considers certain sets of monic polynomials from GF[q, x] on which there is defined a binary 
operation called the composed product. Here, i f f  and g are monies in GF[q, x] with degf = m 
and degg = n, then the composed product, denoted by fog  and defined in terms of the roots 
of)rand g, is also in GF[q, x] and has degree mn. In the preseltt paper, the two most important 
composed products, denoted by the special symbols o and *, are those induced by the field 
multiplication and the field addition on F and defined by: 
)rog = I-[ I-I (x -  ~) ,  )r,g = I-[ 1-I (x -  (~ + ~)), 
where the products indicated by l'I are the usual products in Fix] and are taken over all the 
roots ~ of f and 3 of g, (including multiplicities). These two composed products are called 
composed multiplication and composed addition, respectively. 
After introducing and developing some theory concerning a more general notion of 
composed product, this paper moves to the special composed products above and asks whether 
the irreducibles over GF(q) can be factored uniquely into indecomposables with respect o 
each of these products. Here, the term "irreducible" is used in the usual sense of the word 
while the term "indecomposable" is used in reference to composed products. This question is 
shown to have an affirmative answer in both situations, and thus yield unique factorization 
theorems (multiplicative and additive) for F. These theorems are then used to prove 
corresponding unique factorization theorems for all subfields of F. Next, it is shown that there 
are no irreducibles jr in GF[q, x] which can be decomposed as f =Aogl =A'g2 (except for 
trivial decompositions). A special inversion formula is then derived and using this inversion 
formula, the authors determine the numbers of irreducibles of degree n which are indecom- 
posable with respect o (i) composed multiplication o, (ii) composed addition *, and (iii) both 
the composed products o and * simultaneously. These numbers are given in terms of the 
well-known number of irreducibles of degree n over GF(q). A final section contains ome 
discussion and several observations about the more general composed product. 
1. Introduction 
Let GF(q) denote the finite field of q elements, q a prime power, and let 
GF[q, x] denote the integral domain of polynomials in an indeterminate x over 
GF(q). Further, let F = F(q) denote the algebraic closure of GF(q) so that every 
polynomial in GF[q, x] factors completely in F. It is well-known that F contains 
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all the fields GF(qn), n = 1, 2 , . . .  ; indeed, Fcan be characterized as the union of 
these fields (see e.g. [11]). In the present paper we study sets of monic 
polynomials in GF[q, x] on which there is defined a certain binary operation we 
call the composed product. Here, i f f  and g are monics in GF[q, x] with degf  = m 
and degg = n, then the composed product, denoted by fog  and defined in 
Section 2 in terms of the roots of f and g, is also in GF[q, x] and has degree mn. 
Our particular interest is in irreducibles over GF(q) and how they factor with 
respect o the composed products. Here, we are using the term "irreducible" in 
the usual sense of the word, i.e., relative to ordinary multiplication of 
polynomials. 
For the present paper, the two most important composed products are those 
induced by the field multiplication and the field addition on F. These are denoted 
by the special symbols o and *. Specifically, let f and g be monic polynomials in 
GF[q, x] which, in F[x], have the factorizations 
f=I-[(x-oa, g = 1-I (x -  
. /3 
Then the composed products fog  and f * g are defined, respectively, by 
fog = i-I I-[ (x - oct), (1) 
oc /3 
f *g= i--[ I-I (x - (a" + fl)), (2) 
where a~fl and tr + fl indicate multiplication and addition in F and where the 
products indicated by l-I are the usual products in F[x] and are taken over all the 
roots tr of f and fl of g, including multiplicities. We shall refer to the product (1) 
as composed multiplication and to the product (2) as composed addition. 
In the next section, after introducing an algebraic structure (G, <>) on certain 
subsets G of F, we define the general composed product f 0 g of which (1) and (2) 
are special cases. For this general product we prove for f, g in GF[q, x] that f <> g
is again in GF[q, x] and in certain cases is irreducible. These results extend the 
work of Selmer [10] who introduced the product (1) in the study of linear 
recursive sequences (see also [4]) and they lead us to ask whether or not 
irreducibles can be decomposed uniquely with respect o the composed product 0. 
In Section 3 we consider specifically the composed product (1) and by a 
somewhat elaborate xamination of this composed product, we are able to prove 
that irreducibles do indeed decompose uniquely with respect o o. We also give in 
this section a condition on an irreducible in order that it be decomposable. 
Interestingly, decomposition is not necessarily unique when one considers 
arbitrary monies in GF[q, x], i.e., both irreducibles and reducibles. An example 
to this effect is given in Section 3. The fact that irreducibles decompose uniquely 
with respect to composed multiplication has a nice interpretation in the 
multiplicative group of F: this interpretation is also given in Section 3. In Section 
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4 we develop a corresponding unique decomposition theory for the product (2), 
again for the irreducible polynomials in GF[q, x] and we show how this theory 
translates to the additive group of F. The results of Section 3 and Section 4, while 
similar in nature are different enough to warrant separate consideration. The 
theory developed in these two sections is used "to prove in Section 5 a unique 
factorization theory for every group which is a multiplicative or an additive group 
of a Subfield F of F. 
In Section 6, we ask whether there are irreducibles h in GF[q, x] which can be 
decomposed simultaneously as h =f~°gl =f2*g2 and we show that, except for 
trivial cases, the answer is no. In Section 7 we prove a special inversion formula 
and armed with this inversion formula, we determine in Section 8 the numbers 
I°(n), l*(n) and l^(n) which denote respectively, the numbers of irreducibles of 
degree n which are indecomposable with respect o (i) composed multiplication o, 
(ii) composed product addition *, and (iii) both the composed products o and * 
simultaneously. These numbers are given in terms of the well-known number 
gl(n) of irreducibles of degree n over GF(q). Several other related numbers are 
also given in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 contains several observations 
concerning the more general composed product introduced in Section 2. 
A final comment concerning notation: For an element ~ of F we shall use d(tr) 
to denote the degree of tr over GF(q), i.e., d(a:) is the smallest integer m such 
that ~ is in GF(qm). Equivalently, d(c 0 is the degree of the minimum polynomial 
of a¢ over GF(q) and also the smallest positive integer m such that a~ q" = a~. 
2. The composed product and its basic properties 
We now let o denote the Frobenius automorphism of F so that tr(a¢) = 0¢ q for 
all tr in F. In all of the work to follow we shall assume: 
(i) G is a nonempty o-invariant subset of F, i.e., 0 =/= G ___ F and tr(tr) e G for 
all c teG.  
(ii) There is defined on G a binary operation o such that for all o:, fl e G, 
o(u o 3) = o o(3). (3) 
Thus, o is an endomorphism of the algebraic structure (G, o). Later we shall 
require that (G, 0) be an Abelian group, but this is unnecessary for the moment. 
We remark that the endomorphism o is necessarily an automorphism; for on the 
one hand tr is one-one on G as it is one-one on F, and on the other hand, for 
every tre G there is an integer n I> 1 such that a ' r  = tr; thus, fl = o~-:(te) e G and 
o(fl) = ac implying that o is onto G. 
Some examples of such subsets G and operations ¢ are 
1. G = F\{0},  uo/~ = u• (ordinary field multiplication); 
2. G = F, ~ ¢ fl = u + 3 (ordinary field addition); 
3. G = F, ~ o fl = a~ + 3 - c, where c is fixed element of GF(q); 
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4. G = F \{1},  ~<>fl = a~ + 3 -  c~fl (sometimes called the circle product); 
5. G = any o-invariant subset of F, ~<>fl =f(t~, fl), where f (x ,  y) is any fixed 
polynomial in GF[q, x, y] such that f(tr,  fl) e G for all a~, f le  G. 
In each of Examples 1-4, the system (G, <>) is actually an Abelian group; further, 
the groups of Examples 1 and 4 are isomorphic and so are the groups of 
Examples 2 and 3. Example 5 includes Examples 1-4 as special cases; in fact, if G 
is a finite o-invariant subset of F, then it can be shown that the most general 
operation <> with the properties prescribed above is one defined by a GF[q, x, y] 
polynomial as in Example 5. 
For the general system (G, <>), let MG[q, x] denote the set of all monic 
polynomials f in GF[q, x] such that (i) degf  t> 1, and (ii) all of the roots o f f  lie in 
G. It is clear that the ordinary polynomial multiplication fg of two members 
f, g e MG[q, x] is again in MG[q, X]. Our interest is in another kind of multiplica- 
tion on MG[q, x] which we call the composed product induced by <>; specifically, if 
f, g e Me[q, x], then the composed product o f f  and g is defined as 
f <> g = YI YI (x - tr <> fl), (4) 
where the (ordinary) products II are over all roots a¢, fl of f and g, respectively. 
Here, we are using <> to denote both the operation on G and the composed 
product it induces. Clearly, if degf  = m and degg = n, then degf<>g = mn. 
The reader will notethat  he composed products corresponding to Examples 1 
and 2 above are precisely those products given by (1) and (2), respectively. In 
order to consider these two cases in more detail first note from (1) and (2) that we 
have 
fog = 1-[  g(x l oO = l-I (x f ,g= YIg(x - ol)= I - I f (x -  fl), (5) 
where degf  = m, deg g = n, and the products indicated are over all roots tr o f f  or 
all roots fl of g. 
Example. Consider q = 2 and the polynomials f - x 2 + x + 1, g = x 3 -4- x -]- 1 in 
GF[2, x]. If tr, fl e F denote roots of f and g, respectively, then in Fix] we have 
f = (x - ct)(x - a ,2) and g = (x - fl)(x - fl2)(x - f14), where er E = te + 1 and f13 = 
fl + 1. Using these last relations together with (5) it follows that fog  = oc3g(x/ 
te)a~6g(x / a '2) = (x 3 + a'2x + a'3)(x 3+ a~4x + tr 6) = x 6 + x 4 + x 2 + x + 1, and f • g = 
g(x - te)g(x - a ,2) = x 6 + x 5 + x 3 + x 2 + 1. Similarily, f of = (x + 1)2(x 2 + x + 1) 
and f * f  = X2(X + 1) 2. Note in every case the composition is again in GF[q, x], a 
property which is shown below to be generally true. 
Returning to the general situation, it is clear that the polynomial (4) has all its 
roots in G. Moreover, since a permutes the roots of any polynomial in GF[q, x], 
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if h = f ¢ g, it follows that 
(h (x ) )  q -" H I-[ ( Xq -- 0:q 0 ~q) "- H I-I ( xq -- 0:0 13) -" h(Xq) ", 
thus, h(x) ~ GF[q, x] and we have established the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The composed product is a binary operation on Ma[q, x]. 
The composed product on Me[q, x] inherits many of the properties of the 
product o which defines it; in particular, if <>is an associative (respectively, 
commutative) product on G, then it is easily seen that the composed product is 
asssociative (respectively, commutative) on Ma[q, x]. Suppose further that G 
contains an identity e. From the relation 0:oe = e o 0:= 0: it follows that 
o(0:) o a(e) = a(e) o o(0:) = a(0:), and since tr is an isomorphism we can conclude 
that o (e )= e and consequently that e e GF(q). Thus, x -  e is in M~[q, x] and 
serves as the identity relative to the composed product. In this case, it is clear that 
the units of M~[q, x] are precisely the polynomials x - c, where c is a unit in G 
which lies in GF(q). For future use, we note several other elementary facts 
relative to the product o on G. For 0:, f le  G we have 0:, f le  GF(q") for some n; 
hence, (0: <> fl)q~ = 0:q" 0 flq~ = 0: <> 13 and it follows that 0: <> 13 e GF(q' ) .  In case G 
has an identity e and, with respect to this identity, 0: has an inverse ~,, we can 
conclude that ), is in GF(q"); indeed, since 0:o7=e we have that (0:o 7) q" = 
0:q" o 7 q~ = 0: o 7 q" = e and by uniqueness of inverses it follows that 7 q" = 7. 
While Theorem 1 tells us that the composed product f o g of two polynomials 
f, g in GF[q, x] is again in GF[q, x], the computation of f <> g using definition (4), 
as stated, requires a computation of the roots of f and g which geneally lie in an 
extension field of GF(q). We briefly consider a connection between composed 
products of polynomials and Kronecker products of matrices which in many cases 
yields an algorithm for computing f o g without explicitly going to extension fields; 
indeed, such an algorithm exists when the operation 0 on G is of the form 
0: o 13 = d~(0:, 13) where q~(x, y) = E cijxiy j is a polynomial in GF[q, x, y]. 
Recall if A and B are square matrices over GF(q) of sizes m and n respectively, 
then the Kronecker product A x B is the square matrix over GF(q) of size mn'as 
given by A x B = (aoB). Let ~ denote the collection of all square matrices over 
GF(q) of all sizes I>1. Then 5e, under the Kronecker product operation, is a 
noncommutative semigroup with identity, the identity being the one-by-one 
matrix Ix = (1). It is well-known (see e.g. [5]) that the eigenvalues of A x B are 
the numbers 0:13 where 0: and 13 range over all the eigenvalue of A and B, 
respectively. It follows that 
[x I -  A × gl = I~ I~ (x - o:13), 
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where tr and fl range over the eigenvalues of A and B, respectively. Thus, if 5e0 
denotes the subsemigroup of 6e consisting of all matrices with nonzero deter- 
minant, and if G is the multiplicative group of F, then the mapping X which takes 
each A in 5e to its characteristic polynomial, x(A) = IxI - AI, is a homomorphism 
from (6e0, x) onto (MG[q, x], °). The fundamental theorem of semigroup 
homomorphisms can be applied to show that the system (Ma[q,x], °) is 
isomorphic to a certain collection of equivalence classes of matrices; namely, the 
classes [A] composed of matrices having the same characteristic polynomial as A. 
Our particular interest, however, is in fact that if f and g are arbitrary 
polynomials in MG[q, x], and if A and B are their respective companion matrices, 
then 
fog  = Ix I -  A x BI. (6) 
Indeed, it is this equation which yields a method for computing composed 
products without explicitly finding the roots of f and g. (The method indicated by 
(6) is still rather complicated, however, as it involves computing determinants 
over GF[q, x].) 
More generally, let G denote a tr-invariant subset of F, suppose that <> is a 
binary operation on G which is defined by c~<> fl = ~(tr, fl) where ~(x, y )= 
E ciffiy / is a polynomial in GF[q, x, y], and let 6e G denote all matrices in 5e whose 
eigenvalues all lie in G. Further, for matrices A and B in 5e, let ~(A; B) be the 
matrix defined by 
I~(A; B) -- ~ cij(A i X B1), 
where the exponents i, j on A, B denote ordinary matrix products (not Kronecker 
products). Then it is known [5] that the eigenvalues of ~(A; B) are the numbers 
~(t~, fl) = ~ cija'iff, where aG fl range over the eigenvalues of A, B, respectively. 
It follows that 
I x l -  B)I = I-[ 1] (x - 
where ~r and fl range over the eigenvalues of A and B, respectively. Thus, if f and 
g are arbitrary polynomials in MG[q, x], and if A and B are their respective 
companion matrices, then 
f o g = lx I -  ~(a ;  e)l ,  
another formula which allows one to compute composed products without 
computing roots. For example, if G is the additive group of F, then ~(x, y) = 
x + y so that the composed addition of (2) can be computed from 
f . g = lxI - (A ×l+txB) l ,  
where the l's denote identity matrices of appropriate sizes. 
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For the remainder of the paper we shall assume that (G, o) is an Abelian group 
so that the set MG[q, X] under the composed product is both associative and 
commutative with units x - c, c e G N GF(q). In order to consider a factorization 
theory with respect to composed product we adopt the following standard 
definitions: A polynomial f in MG[q, x] which is not a unit is said to be 
decomposable with respect o<> iff there are polynomials g, h in MG[q, x] each of 
degree > 1 such that f = g <> h; otherwise, f is indecomposable. Two polynomials f 
and g are associates iff f = (x -  c)<>g for some unit x -  c in Me[q, x] in which 
case we write f -g .  Clearly - is an equivalence relation on MG[q, x]. 
Because degf~g=(degf)(degg), it is clear that every nonunit can be 
expressed as the composed product of a finite number of indecomposables 
(possibly only one). What is unclear is just when. this factorization is unique, 
where, as usual, we mean unique up to associates. For example, in the next 
section we give a (reducible) polynomial in GF[2, x] which can be factored into 
indecomposables in several ways under the composed multiplication (1). Conse- 
quently, in this paper, we shall restrict ourselves attention to the irreducible 
members of MG[q, x] where the picture is clearer, particularily for composed 
multiplication and composed addition. Here, andthroughout the paper, we use 
the terms "irreducible" and "reducible" with reference to the ordinary product 
and the terms "indecomposable" and "decomposable" with reference to the 
composed product. Clearly, Me[q, x] has irreducible members, e.g. if a:e G, 
then all of the conjugates a;(te) of a: are also in G; thus, the minimum polynomial 
of tr over GF(q) is in Me[x, q]. We shall denote the irreducible members of 
Me[q, x] by I~[q, x]. 
We shall need the connection between the ordinary product of polynomials 
from Me[q, x] and the composed product of polynomials from Me[q, x]; namely, 
f <> (gh) = (f <> g)(f <> h), (7) 
which holds for all f, g, h in Me[q, x]. More generally, it is clear that 
(rli,) o (ri,,) = rI n o,,), 
where the l-l's represent ordinary products. 
It is natural to ask whether the composed product f<>g of two members of 
MG[x, q] can be irreducible. From (7) we see that a necessary condition is that 
both f and g be irreducible, i.e., f o g e It[q, x] implies f, g ~ IG[q, X]. Since (G, o) 
is a group, we can prove the following theorem which generalizes, a result of 
Selmer [10] and tells us precisely when the composed product is irreducible. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that (G, o) is a group and let f, g be polynomials inM6[q, x] 
with degf =m and degg =n. Then the composed product f ¢ g ~ i~educible if 
and only if f and g are both irreducible with (m, n) = 1. 
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Proof. Assume first that f <> g is irreducible. Then, as we have noted above, f and 
g are necessarily irreducible; hence, we need only show that (m, n) = 1. Assume 
to the contrary, that (m, n) = k > 1. Let r, s be relatively prime integers uch that 
m = kr, n = ks, and let te and fl denote roots of f and g, respectively. Then 
7 = c~ <> fl is a root of f o g and since f <> g is an irreducible of degree mn the least 
positive integer d such that ),qd=), is d =mn. But krs <mn and ),qk~= 
~qmS 0 ~qmr = ~ 0 ~ "-" ~,  which is a contradiction. 
Conversely, suppose f and g are irreducible with (m, n )= 1. Again, let 
), = te o fl where re, fl are respectively roots of f, g. Since 7 is a root of f <> g where 
deg(f<>g) =mn,  we can prove that f<>g is irreducible by proving that the 
minimum polynomial of Y over GF(q) has degree mn, i.e., by proving that the 
least integer d such that ),q~ = y is d = mn. In order to prove this fact, note first 
that y ¢-  = tr q'~ <> fl¢" = tr<> fl = y; thus, d <~ mn. Second, since ~,q~ = ~,, it follows 
that o~q~<> flqd= tr <> ft. Raising both sides of this last equality repeatedly to the 
power qa we find that 
o:q~ 0 fl ¢~= ~ofl,  
for t = 0, 1, 2, . . . .  Taking t = m in (9) gives a~ <> flq"~ 
(9) 
= m <> fl; thus, ~qrna = f l  since 
G is a group. Consequently, n lind and therefore n I d since (m, n) = 1. Likewise, 
by taking t = n in (9) we conclude that m [ d. This means mn [ d, and since d <~ mn 
we conclude that d = mn and the proof is complete. 
Remark. Actually, the axioms of a cancellation semigroup are all that one needs 
in the proof of Theorem 2; however, it can be shown that under the present 
hypotheses such a semigroup is a group. 
Because of Theorem 2 it is natural to ask whether the irreducibles decompose 
uniquely into (irreducible) indecomposables. For composed multiplication and 
composed addition we answer this question in the affirmative in the next two 
sections. We remark that any f ~ la[q, x] of prime power degree is necessarily 
indecomposable. 
3. Irreducibles and composed multiplication 
Throughout his section we shall assume that G is the multiplicative group of 
nonzero elements of F. This means that Ma[q, x] consists of all monics f in 
GF[q, x] with degf  I> 1 and f(0) :/: 0 and that the composed product on Ma[q, x] 
is the product fog  given in (1). Note in this case the set Ia[q, x] is the set of all 
irreducibles in GF[q, x] except f (x )  = x, and that the units of both Ma[q, x] and 
la[q, x] are the polynomials x -  c, 0#:c e GF(q). In order to motivate the 
restriction of this study to la[q, x], we begin with a specialized lemma. 
Lemma 1. In GF[2, x], let g denote the irreducible polynomial g = x 6 -~- x 3 -~- 1, 
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and let f denote any one of the irreducibles x4 + x + 1, x 4 + X 3 dr 1, or x 4 + X 3 Jr" 
x2+x+ 1. Then 
fog  = (x ~z + x 3 + 1)(x x~- + x 9 + 1). (10) 
Proof. Let 0 satisfy 02= 0 + 1 so that we have the (ordinary) factorizations 
g=(x3+O)(X3+02), X4+X + 1 = (X2+X +O)(x2+x +02),  X4+X3+ 1 =(X2+ 
OX + 0) (X  2 dr 02X dr 02), and X 4 "a t- X 3 dr X 2 + X dr 1 -" (X 2 "a t- 03(, dr 1)(X 2 + OeX + 1). 
Fi rst  consider f = x 4 dr x dr 1. Let 0[ satisfy 0[2 = 0[ dr. 0, and let fl satisfy f13 = 0 
so that 0[ and fl are roots of f and g, respectively. It is easily checked by 
substitution that trfl satisfies the irreducible x ~2 +x 3 dr 1; hence, x 12 drx 3 dr 1 
divides f o g. Similarily, if y satisfies ~3 = 02, then y is a root of g and 0[), satisfies 
X12drX9dr 1, another irreducible; thus, X12drX3dr  1 also divides fog.  Since 
deg( fog)=24 Eq. (10) follows. The other possibilities for f are proved in a 
similar way. [] 
Corollary. I f  G is multiplicative group of nonzero elements of F, then the set 
MG[2, x] under composed multiplication does not have the unique factorization 
property. 
Proof. Clearly, each of x 4 + x + 1, x 4 + x 3 + 1, and X 4 dr X 3 dr X 2 "[- X "a t- 1 are 
indecomposable, moreover,  no two of them are associates as the only unit in 
MG[2, x] is the identity, x - 1. Further,  x 6 + x 3 + 1 is indecomposable as the only 
two degree 6 decomposables are (x 2 + x + 1) o (x 3 + x + 1) = x 6 + x 4 + x 2 + x + 1, 
and (x2+x + 1)o(x3+x2+ 1)=X6+X5+X4+X2+ 1. ThUS (10) gives three 
different decompositions of the same (reducible) polynomial.  [] 
We begin our development of the unique factorization theory for IG[q, X] with 
Theorem 3. Let G denote the multiplicative group of F, and let f be an irreducible 
in MG[q, x] of degree n. I f  f decomposes in MG[q, x] as 
f =f~of2o . . .o f t=g log2o . . .ogt ,  (11) 
where deg f~ = deg gi = ni, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t, then 
(i) The ni's are pairwise relatively prime with n = nln2 " • • n,; 
(ii) The fii's and gi's are irreducible, and 
(iii) f//and gi are associates for each i. 
Proof. Both (i) and (ii) follow as special cases of Theorem 2; thus, consider (iii). 
Let ix~ e GF(q ' )  denote a root of f ,  i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t. Because of (11) there are 
roots 3i  o f  g~ such that fl~ e GF(q ' )  and 011012""" 0[t "-" ~1~2" ' "  Bit" Thus ,  011/ 
31=(32/012) . . .  (3,/0[,) is in both GF(q"' )  and GF(q"/"'). Since (hi, n/nO= 1, it 
fo l lows  that  0[ 1 = c1~1, where  c I e GF(q).  This means f~ = (x - cl) °gl SO fi and gl 
are associates. Similarily, f~ - g~, i = 2, 3 , . . . ,  t, cotfipleting the proof. [] 
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Note. In Theorem 3 we have not assumed that the irreducibles factors of f are 
indecomposables; however, we have assumed the strong condition that degf/= 
degg/. The following decomposition is valid in GF[2, x], where all factors are 
irreducible: 
(X 6 -[- X 4 + X 2 "Jr" X -[- 1 )° (X  5 -[- X 2 + 1) 
=(X3+X+ 1)o(xlO+xS+x4+x2+ 1). (12) 
However, here the degrees are not as assumed in Theorem 3; more importantly, 
the factors of degree 6 and degree 10 in (12) are decomposable. We shall 
eventally remove the equality of degree assumption in Theorem 3 by the 
requirement hat all of the factors be indecomposable. Several lemmas are 
needed. First, we have the following fact from elementary number theory. 
Lemma 2. Let q be a prime power and let (m, n) = 1. Then for all k >- 1 
((qmk _ 1 ) / (q -  1), (q~k_ 1) / (q -  1))= (qk_  1) / (q -  1). (13) 
Proof. Clearly (qk_  1) / (q -  1) divides both (qmk 1) / (q -  1) and (q~k_ 1)/ 
(q -  1); thus, let pd be any prime power divisor of both of these two latter 
numbers. Since (m, n )= 1, there are positive integers r, s such that mr-ns  = 
4-1, say mr - ns = 1. Then pa divides ((qmrk_ 1) -- (q,~k_ 1))/(q -- 1) = 
q,~k(qm,k--,~k_ 1)/(q-- l )=q'~k(q k -  1)/(q-- 1). Since (p, q )= 1, pa divides 
(qk _ 1)/(q -- 1) and the proof is complete. [] 
Lemma 3. Let (m, n) = 1. Then 
I - IH  (X -- O¢fl) = (X (qm-1)(qn-1)l(q-1) -- 1) q-l, (14) 
where the products are over all nonzero elements o: of  GF(q m) and fl of  GF(qn), 
respectively. 
Proof. Put Q = (q= - 1)(q n - 1)/(q - 1) and consider the polynomial h = x Q - 1. 
Because (h, h') - 1, this polynomial has Q distinct roots in F; moreover, trfl is a 
root for all nonzero oL in GF(q =) and nonzero fl in GF(qn). Further, as tr and fl 
range over the nonzero members of GF(q m) and GF(q~), respectively, the 
product trfl ranges over Q distinct elements, each one being repeated q -  1 
times. [] 
Lemm 4. Let y e F satisfy d(),) = mn, where (m, n) = 1. Then y canbe expressed 
as a product y = trfl, where d(e 0 = m and d(fl) = n if and only if y satisfies 
x (¢"-l)(q"-l)/(q-1) = 1. (15) 
Proof. If ~, = trfl as stated, then it follows from Lemma 3 that ~, satisfies (15). 
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Conversely, if that y satisfies (15), then also from Lemma 3 we have y = a~fl for 
some nonzero t re  GF(q m) and f le  GF(q"). Let d(tr) = r, d(fl) = s so that r im 
and s I n. Since (r, s) = 1, it follows from Theorem 2 that d(olfl) = rs; thus, r = m 
and s = n. [] 
Actually, Lemma 4 is not only a step on our way to a proof of the uniqueness 
of decomposition for Ic[q, x], but it also provides a test on an irreducible in order 
that it be decomposable. We briefly digress from our main objective to discuss 
this test which is stated in terms of exponents of irreducibles. Recall that the 
exponent e to which an irreducible f in GF[q, x] belongs (also called the order of 
f )  is the least positive integer e such that f l ( xe - 1). Equivalently, e is the order 
of each of the roots o f f  in the multiplicative group of F. It is well-known (see [4]) 
that there exists an irreducible of exponent e iff (e, q) = 1 and for such an e the 
degree of every irreducible belonging to e has degree m where m is the 
multiplicative order of q modulo e; moreover, the number irreducibles of 
exponent e is ~(e)/m, where • is the Euler ~-function. Usually, tables which list 
irreducibles over GF[q, x] also give the  exponent e to which these irreducibles 
belong (e.g. [4, p. 553 if.I). Thus, the next theorem, can be quite readily applied 
when such tables are available. 
Theorem 4. Let f ~ GF[q, x] be an irreducible of degree mn and exponent e, 
where (m, n )= 1. Then f can be expressed as f =g oh, where g and h are 
irreducibles in GF[q, x] of degrees m and n, respectively, if and only if 
e l (qm-1) (qn-1) / (q -1 ) .  (16) 
Proof. Since an element y of degree mn, (m, n) = 1, can be expressed as y = off, 
where d(a 0 = m and d(fl) = n iff the minimum polynomial f of y can be expressed 
as f =g  oh, where g is the minimum polynomial of a~ and h is the minimum 
polynomial of fl, the theorem is an immediate corollary to Lemma 4. [] 
Corollary. Let (m, n )= 1, and let E denote the set of exponents to which the 
degree mn irreducibles in GF[q, x] belong. The number N(m, n) of degree mn 
irreducibles f e GF[q, x] which can be decomposed as f = g o h, where g, h 
GF[q, x], degf  = m, and deg g = n, is given by 
N(m, n)= ~ ~(e)/mn, (17) 
where the sum is over all e e E satisfying (16). 
Remark. The set E is precisely the set of those divisors of qm,, _ 1 which do not 
divide qk _ 1, k < ran. 
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Example. Consider the irreducible polynomials in GF[q, x] of degree mn-  6, 
where m = 2 and n = 3. For q = 2, the exponents e for such irreducibles are 9, 21 
and 63 and, of these numbers, only 21 divides (2 2 -  1)(2 3 - -1 ) / (2 -  1)= 21. It 
follows that the degree 6 decomposable irreducibles are those of exponent 21 and 
their number is 4)(23)/6=2. For q -3 ,  the exponents of the degree 6 
polynomials are E = {7, 28, 52, 56, 91, 104, 182, 364, 728}. Of the numbers, only 
52 and 104 are divisors of (3 2 -  1)(3 - 1)/(3 - 1) = 104; thus, the decomposables 
of degrees 6 are those which belong to the exponents 52 and 104; hence, the 
number of degree 6 decomposables in Ic[3, x] is (q)(52) + q~(104))/6 = 12. 
Returning now to the goal of proving uniqueness of decomposition, our next 
lemma, whose proof is rather elaborate, is the crucial one. 
Lemma 5. Let tr, fl, y, 6 be numbers in F satisfying the fol lowing: 
(i) trfl = 7'6, 
(ii) d(tr )=a,  d( f l )=b,  d(1 , )=c,  d (6) -d ,  
(iii) (a, b) = (c, d) = 1. 
Then there exist buegers m, n, r, s which are relatively prime in pairs such that 
a = mn, b = rs, c = mr, d = ns, and for any such factorization there are elements 
Odi, ~i, Yi, 6i e F, i = 1, 2, such that cr = £x:1£1L/2, ~ - -  ~1~2,  Y --" Y1Y2, and 6 = 6162,  
where d(trl) = m, d(a:2) = n, d(f l l )  = r, d(fl2) = s, d(y1) = m, d(y2) = r, d(61) = 
n, and d(52) = s. 
Proof.  From Theorem 2 together with (ii) and (iii) it follows that d(olfl) = ab and 
d(~,5) = cd: thus, because of (i) we have ab = cd. Defining m, n, r and s by 
m=(a ,c ) ,  n=(a ,d ) ,  r=(b ,c )  and s (b ,d ) ,  we see that m, n, r and s are 
relatively prime in pairs and that a = mn, b = rs, c = mr and d = ns. 
Next, note from (i) that 
(18) 
Since tre GF(q"") and y ~ GF(q"r), it follows that tr/y e GF(q"'r). Likewise 
6/ f l  e GF(q ''~) so from (18) we have o¢/y e GF(q'r); thus d(o:/y)  Int. We claim 
that 
d(e l /y)  = d(6 / f l )  = nr, (19) 
Indeed, letting d(t r /y )  = uv, where u In and v I r, we note first that the equation 
tr = y( 6 / fl) implies 
hence, d(tr) = mn I murs implying n I u. Second, since f l /6  e GF(q"") and 6 e 
GF(q'~), it follows from fl = ( f l /6 )6  that 
Dq-'= (Ma)q-'aq-'= = #;  
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thus, d(fl) = rs I mnvs  so r [ v, and the claim is established. In a similar fashion, 
from (i) we obtain 
re~5= 7/fl, d ( t r /6 )=d(y / f l )=ms.  (20) 
For notational convenience, we now put M=q m"-  1, N=q' r -1 ,  and 
R = q"  - 1. Note, that q - 1 divides each of M, N, R. Since tr /y  • GF(qnr), it 
follows that (tr /y)  N = 1 and hence a/v = 7 N. But d(a~) = mn and d(y)  = mr so that 
a ,M = 1 and yR = 1. Consequently,  
~NR/(q--1) .._ (~,N)R/(q--1) = (,}fN)R/(q--1) _~ (~fR)N/(q--1) __ 1. (21) 
Next,  from the fact that (ij, k) = (i, k)(j, k) for pairwise relatively prime i, ], k, 
it is readily argued using Lemma 2 that 
(RN/ (q  - 1), M) - (qm _ 1)(qn __ 1)/(q -- 1), 
thus, there are integers, A,  B such that 
ARN/ (q  - 1) + BM = (q"  - 1)(q" - 1)/(q - 1). 
It follows using (21) and (22) that 
OL (qm-1)(qn-1)l(q-1) = ( odRNI(q--1))A( ~ I )  B "- 1, 
(22) 
hence from Lemma 4, cr can be expressed as a~ = oqa~2, where d (aq)= m and 
d(a~2) = n. By symmetry we have fl = fl~fl2, ~' = ~q~'2 and 6 = 5152, where d(flx) = r, 
d(fl2) = s, d(iq) = m, d(y2) = r, d (50  = n and d(52) = s. The proof  of the lemma 
is complete. [] 
We now prove the uniqueness of decomposit ion for irreducibles with respect o 
the operation of composed multiplication. 
Theorem 5. Let f be an irreducible in GF[q, x] with degf  = n > 1, and let o denote 
composed multiplication as defined by (1). Suppose that f can be decomposed in 
two ways as 
f =j~ Ofe o-- . o f t=g logzo . . .ogs ,  
where each of the f and g~ is in GF[q, x] and is indecomposable with respect o o. 
Then s = t and there is some reordering of  the gi's so that f and g~ are associates for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t. 
Proof.  Put degf~ = ni and deg gi = mi so that n = nln2" " " n t  = mlm2"  " • ms, 
where the ni are pairwise relatively prime and also the mi. The proof is by 
induction on the min imum of s and t which, without loss of generality, we take to 
be t. If t = 1, then f is indecomposable and the result clearly holds; thus assume 
t > 1. We may assume that the f~'s and gi's are arranged so that 1 < nl <"  - • < n, 
and 1 < ml <"  " "< ms. We claim that s = t and m~ = n~ for all i. Assume to the 
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contrary that s I> t and there is some n~ such that ni =/= mj, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s. Let a 
denote the smallest such ni. Since n = II n~ = II mj, there is some mj, which we 
shall denote by c, such that (a, c):/= 1, a =/= c. Putting b = n/a and d = n/c, it 
follows that ab = cd, with (a, b) = (c, d) = 1. Let f '  denote that f//whose degree is 
a and let g' denote that gj whose degree is c. Then 
f 'o  F = g'o G, (23) 
where F, respectively G, is the composed product of the remaining j~, 
respectively &. Here F and G are irreducibles with deg F = b and deg G = d. Let 
a~, /3, y, 6 denote roots of f ' ,  F, g', G, respectively, which from (23) can be 
selected so that tr/3 = 76. Further, because of (23), d(oO = a, d(/3) = b, d(7) = c, 
and d(6)=d,  where a>l ,  b>l ,  c> l ,  d>l  because 2~<t~<s. Put m'= 
(a, c) > 1. Then a = m'n '  and c = m'r '  for some integers n' and r' with n' > 1 or 
r' > 1, say n' > 1. From Lemma 5, a~ = trla~2, where d(aq) = n' > 1 and d(tr2) = 
m' > 1. It follows that f = hi o h2, where hi is the minimum polynomial of a~ over 
GF[q, x], a contradiction to the fact that f is indecomposable. 
Thus, s =t  and m~=ng for i=  1 , . . . ,  t as claimed. This means that the 
conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied and we can conclude that f~ and gi are 
associates, completing the proof. [] 
It is now an easy matter to interpret he factorization theory above in terms of 
the multiplicative group of F. To this end we make the following definitions: Let 
~, be any nonzero member of F which is not in GF(q). We say that ~, is 
multiplicatively decomposable iff there are numbers a~,/3 e F such that (i)), = a~/3, 
(ii) d(tr) > 1, d(/3) > 1, and (iii) d(),) = d(o0d(/3); otherwise, y is multiplicatively 
indecomposable. Two nonzero members tr,/3 • F are associates iff tr = c/3 for some 
c e GF(q). Clearly, the connection between the two concepts of indecom- 
posability is as follows: An element ~, is an indecomposable in F iff its minimum 
polynomial is an indecomposable in M6[q, x]. Considering an indecomposable as
a product of length 1, we may state the following unique factorization theorem 
for F \  {0}. 
Theorem 6. Every element y in the multiplicative group F which is not in GF(q) 
can be written as a product y = 011012 . • • ol, of  a finite number of  indecomposables, 
where d(7) = II d(oli). Moreover, if ), =/31/32"'"/3~ is another such factorization 
of  ), into indecompoables, then s = t and there is some ordering of  the/3j such that 
ol~ and/3i are associates, i.e., /3~ = ciol~, where c~ e GF(q) and I-I ci = 1. 
Proof. The requirement hat d(y)=d(o l l )d (o i2 ) . . ,  d(o6) assures that every 
element ~, ~ GF(q) is the product of a finite number of indecomposables. If 7 has 
two factorizations as indicated in the statement of the theorem then it is easily 
argued that f =f~ of 2 o. -. oft = gl °g2°" • "°Ms, where f, f~, and gi are the minimum 
polynomials respectively of y, tei, and /3i over GF(q). Also, degf  =d(),), 
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degj~ = d(t~i), deg gi " -  d ( f l i )  and the f/and gi are indecomposable. An application 
of Theorem 5 gives s = t and d(tri) = d(fl~) for some ordering of the fli. Finally, 
since the numbers d(a~i) are relatively prime in pairs, the equation 
= 1-I 
]q.i 
implies that ~i/O{,i must  lie in GF(q); hence, fli = cio{,i where C i e GF(q). It follows 
that l-I ci = 1 and the proof is complete. [] 
4. Irreducibles and composed addition 
Throughout his section G will denote the additive group of F; thus, the 
composed product under study is composed addition * as given by (2), and the 
sets Me[q, x] and I t[q, x] are respectively, the set of all monics in GF[q, x] and 
the set of all irreducible monics in GF[q, x]. Note that the identity is x and there 
are q units; namely, the polynomials x -  c, c e GF(q). Thus, f and g are 
associates iff g(x) =f (x  - c) for some c e GF(q). Since our development of the 
factorization theory for It[q, x] closely parallels what we did in the last section, 
our arguments will be brief; however, we do go into detail in several places which 
are sutficiently different from the multiplicative case. 
To begin with, we note that Theorem 3 carries over almost verbatim when o is 
replaced by * and every product o~fl of elements from F is replaced by a sum 
a~ + ft. Next, in place of Lemma 2, we have the following result concerning 
GF[q, x], the proof of which is just like that of Lemma 2. 
Lemma 6. Let (m, n) = 1. Then for all k >I 1, 
((X ink -  1)/(X -- l ) ,  (x  nk -- 1) / (x  - 1 ) ) - "  (x  k -  1) / (x -  1). (24) 
Our next lemma, whose proof is also omitted, is a slight generalization of a 
known result. A proof can easily modeled after the one given in [4, p. 56]. 
Lemma 7. Let (m, n) = 1 and let 3. ~ GF(qm). Then the equation x q~ - x = 3, has a 
solution te in GF(q m) iff 3, satisfies 
tm(X) -" X + X q +'"  " "Jl- xqm- l  = o; (25) 
moreover, i f  ~ ~ GF(q m) /s one solution, then there are exactly q solutions in 
GF(qm); namely, ol + c, c ~ GF(q). 
The polynomials x q" -x  and x + x q + • - - + x q'-' of Lemma 7 are examples of 
the so-called q-polynomials which, by definition, are polynomials of the form 
F(x) = ~ aix '¢, (26) 
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where the coefficients a/lie in some extension of GF(q). These polynomials, also 
called linear, linearized, and Ore polynomials, have been studied extensively, e.g. 
see [1, 6, 7, 12] or the book [4] which contains a nice survey of their fundamental 
properties. The basic operation on q-polynomials is the symbolic product ® 
defined by F(x )® G(x)= F(G(x)) .  For our purposes it is sufficient o consider 
the coefficients a/ as belonging to GF(q). In this case, the collection of all 
polynomials of the form (26) is a commutative algebra over GF(q), where the 
algebra operations are the usual polynomial addition and scalar multiplication 
together with the symbolic product ®. It is well-known (see e.g. [4]) that this 
algebra is isomorphic to the ordinary polynomial algebra GF[q, x]; indeed, the 
mapping which associates the q-polynomial of (26) with the ordinary polynomial 
f (x )  = ~,, ai Xi is an isomorphism. Thus, for example, the q-polynomial identity 
xqn - -  x = (xq - x) ® t~(x) (27) 
corresponds to the ordinary polynomial identity x ~ - 1 = (x - 1 ) (x  n -x  d- • • • d- x h- 
1). In place of Lemma 3 we may now state the following result. 
Lemma 8. Let (m, n) = 1. Then 
1--[ l--[ (x - (oc + fl)) = ((x q - x) ® tm(X) ® tn(x)) q, (28) 
where the products are over all elements te of GF(q m) and fl o f  GF(qn), 
respectively, where tm(X) is given by (25), and where the exponent q on the outside 
of  (28)/s an ordinary power (not symbolic). 
Proof. The left hand side of (28) equals 
H 1-I ((X -- 11') -- ~)  = l'-I [(X -- OL) qn-  (X -- ~)]  
a~ fl cx 
= ~-I [( xqn -- X) -- (I~ "q" -- i~')1. 
O¢ 
Putting ). = tr q~ - a~, it follows from Lemma 7 that this last expression reduces to 
II (y -  3.) q, where y = x q~ -x  and the product is over all ~. e GF(q m) satisfying 
(25). The conclusion of the lemma now follows from (27) and the fact that 
I-I (y -  ,~)= tin(y). [] 
Using Lemma 8 we readily obtain the following additive analogue of Lemma 4. 
I . ,¢mma 9 .  Let ), ~ Fsatisfy d(7) = mn, where (m, n) = 1. Then ), can be expressed 
as a sum ), = t~ + fl, with d(o 0 = m and d(f l )= n, if and only if ), satisfies the 
q-polynomial 
(x q - x) ® tin(X) ® t,,(X) =0. (29) 
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We now claim that Lemma 5 is true when all multiplications involving elements 
from F are replaced by additions. In order to establish this claim, suppose that 
tr + fl =V + 6 where conditions (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 5 are valid. We find 
exactly as in the multiplicative case that a = ran, b = rs, c = mr and d = ns, where 
m, n, r, s are pairwise relatively prime and where in place of (19) and (20) we 
have 
d(ct - ~) = d(6 - fl) = nr, d(tr - 6) = d(), - fl) = ms. (30) 
Next, put M(x)  = x q" - x, N(x )  = x q" - x, and R(x)  = x q'r - x, and note that 
x q -x  symbolically divides each of M(x) ,  N(x) ,  and R(x) ,  i.e., M(x)= (26 q - 
x) ® M' (x ) ,  N(x )  = (x q - x) ® N ' (x ) ,  and R(x)  = (x q - x)  ® R' (x) .  Now tr - ~, e 
GF(q ' )  implies that N(tr - ?) = 0 or equivalently, N(tr) = N(?) .  Thus, instead of 
(21) we obtain 
R' (o  0 ® N ' (o  0 ® (~q - o 0 = R'(N(oO) 
= R ' (N( r ) )  = N ' (R( r ) )  = N'(O) = O, (31) 
where in (31) we have used the commutativity and associativity of the symbolic 
product. Now by two applications of (24) we have 
((x mr -  1)(x " r -  1 ) / (x -  1), (x m"-  1)) = (x m-  1)(x" - 1)/(x - 1), 
which, via the isomorphism described above, implies the existence of q- 
polynomials A(x) ,  B (x )  over GF(q) such that 
g ' (x )  ® N(x)  ® A(x)  + M(x)  ® B(x)  = (xq - x)  ® t,,,(x) ® t,(x). (32) 
It follows that a~ satisfies the right hand side of (32), so by Lemma 9 we may write 
a~ = trl + tr2, where d( t r l )= m, d(o¢2)= n. By symmetry fl, ), and 6 can be 
expressed in the same fashion and the claim is established. 
The additive versions of Theorems 5 and 6 are now straightforward adaptations 
of the above facts; indeed, these analogues are obtained by replacing in both the 
theorems and their proofs all field multiplications by field additions and all 
composed products by composed additions. Thus, for example, an element ), with 
d(?)  > 1 is by definition additively indecomposable iff ), cannot be expressed as 
y = tr + fl where d(tr) > 1, d(f l)  > 1 and d(?) = d(tr)d(f l )  and the unique 
decomposition theory gives the following 
Theorem 7. Every element ), o f  F \GF(q)  can be expressed as a sum y = 
trl + 0:2 +" • • + re,, where n = d(y) ,  ni = d(tri) > 1, n = nln2" " • n,, the n~ are 
pairwise relatively prime and the 0:~ are additively indecomposable; moreover, i f  
~' = fll + f12 +" " "+ fls is another such decomposition, then for  some ordering o f  
the fl~ we have fli = tr~ + ci for  some c~ in GF(q), with E ci = O. 
Exuaple.  Consider the nine irreducible monics of degree 6 in GF[2, x]. Since 
there is one irreducible of degree 2 and two irreducibles of degree 3, we obtain 
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the degree 6 multiplicative and additive decomposables by combining these in all 
possible ways to obtain 
(X 2 +X -I- 1)o(X 3 +X + 1)"-X6 + X 4 +X 2 +X -4- 1, 
(X2" l "X  "a t- 1)° (X3 +X2 + 1)=X6"+ XS + X4"4-X2 + 1, 
(X 2 +X + 1)*(X 3 +X + l )=(X  2 +X -4- 1)*(X 3 +X 2 + 1) 
=X 6 "at-x 5 ~t-x3 -3t-x 2 -4- 1. 
Note that f = (x3+ x + 1) and g = (x 3 + x2+ 1) are *-associates as f = (x - 1)*g 
so that the last equation is consistent with our unique decomposition theorem for 
composed addition. Also, note that there are 9 x 6 = 54 elements in F of degree 
6, and these break down as follows: 12 (=2 x 6) are decomposable and 42 are 
indecomposable with respect o o, 6 are decomposable and 48 are indecomposable 
with respect o *, and none are simultaneously decomposable with respect o both 
o and *. The fact that no irreducible is simultaneously decomposable with respect 
to both o and * will be proved in general in Section 6. 
5. Decomposition in subfields of r 
Using the results of the previous two sections we shall prove that irreducibles 
decompose uniquely for a large class of groups; namely, groups which are the 
multiplicative or additive groups of any subfield F of F containing GF(q). In 
order to prove this result, we first recall the structure of such subfields• 
An extended positive integer is a symbol of the form 
N=E(x l ,  x2, . )=p~lp~2. . .=  f l  x, 
• • P i ,  
i=1 
where p/ is the ith prime (px =2, p2 = 3, . . . )  ~nd xi is either a nonnegative 
integer or 0% i.e. xi e {0, 1, 2 , . . .  } t.J {oo}. By means of the fundamental theorem 
of arithmetic, the ordinary integers may be viewed as a subset of the set of 
extended positive integers. Further, if N = E(x~, x2, •..)  and M = E(y l ,  Y2, • • -) 
are two extended positive integers, we say that N divides M, written N IM , iff 
xi <~ yi for all i. 
Corresponding to each extended positive integer N is the subfield GF(q N) of F 
defined by 
GF(q N) = [..J GV(q"), 
,,IN 
where the union is over all ordinary integer divisors n of N. (Clearly, this notation 
is consistent with standard finite field notation.) It is known [11] that the 
correspondence N ~ GF(q N) is a one-one correspondence b tween the extended 
positive integers and the subfields of F containing GF(q); moreover, N IM iff 
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GF(q N) is a subfield of GF(qM). Therefore, if F is an arbitrary subfield of F with 
GF(q) ~ F c F, then F = GF(q N) for some unique N. 
Now let G denote the multiplicative group of F and let H denote the 
multiplicative group of an arbitrary subfield GF(q N) of F. As we have seen, 
It[q, x] consists of all irreducibles f e GF[q, x] except f =x. It is clear that 
IH[q, x] is a subset of It[q, x]; indeed, such an inclusion is true for an arbitrary 
group G and subgroup H. Further, for the present situation, it easily argued that 
In[q, x] consists of those irreducibles f e It[q, x] such that degf I N. 
Now suppose that f e In[q, x] has the decomposition f =fl  °rE°""" °ft, where 
fi e In[q, x], i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  t. Then clearly this same decomposition holds when 
viewed as a decomposition in It[q, x]. On the the other hand, suppose f
decomposes as f =fl °rE°" " "oft, where this time we assume the ft's are in It[q, x]. 
Then, since degf=l-ldegf~ and since degf lN ,  it follows that degf~lN, 
i = 1 , . . . ,  t; hence f//e It-l[q, x] for all i. We have therefore stablished that each 
f e lH[q, x] has precisely the same decompositions when viewed over either 
In[q, x] or It[q, x]. Since multiplicative decomposition is unique in It[q, x], it 
follows that it is also unique in In[q, x]. 
A similar analysis holds for the additive case; hence, we may state the following 
generalization of the above results. 
Theorem 8. Let F be a subfield of F containing GF(q), and let G denote either the 
additive or multiplicative group of F. Then each f e It[q, x], degf > 1, can be 
expressed as the composed product of a finite number of indecomposable 
irreducibles from l¢[q, x], moreover, the decomposition is unique up to associates. 
Corollary. Each 7 in F=GF(q  N) with d( ) , )> l  can be expressed as 7= 
trlo:2" " trt and also as ), = fll + fiE +""  + fls, where the tri are multiplicatively 
indecomposables in F, the fli are additively indecomposables in F, and d(),)= 
1-I d(tri)= lI d(fli). Each of these decompositions is unique up to associates. 
As we shall see in the next section, for a given ~, e F, at least one of the 
multiplicative or the additive decompositions assured by the above corollary is 
trivial (has length 1). 
6. A question of simultaneous decomposition 
We now prove that no irreducible in GF[q, x ]  has the property that it can be 
decomposed with respect o o and at the same time with respect o *. 
First, suppose that for some irreducibles f and g of relatively prime degrees 
n > 1 and m > 1 we have f o g = f • g. Then for some choice of i and j 
trfl = a,q'+ flqi, t~ e GF(qm), fl e GV(q"), 
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where a~ and fl denote roots of f and g, respectively. Raising both sides of this 
last equality to the power q' ,  it follows that  o[qn[~=o~qi+n'~-[~qJ'~ hence, by 
subtraction we have (c~ q" - tr)fl = (tr q" - ~)q' implying fl = (a~ q" - a0 q'-l. This 
means fl is in GF(q m) and therefore in GF(q) since (m, n) = 1. This contradicts 
d(fl) > 1; thus, f og =f  *g is impossible. 
Next, suppose that fog  = h * k, where f, g, h and k are irreducibles with 
deg f = deg h = m and deg g = deg k = n, where (m, n) = 1. This is equivalent to 
trfl =) ,  + 6, where d(o 0 = d(y )= m and d(f l )= d(y )= n. Then exactly as above 
we get (tr q~ - cQfl = ~qn -- ~ which again implies f le  GF(q), contradicting the fact 
that m > 1. 
There still remains the possibility that fog  = h *k, where degf  = m, degg = n, 
deg h = r and deg k = s with mn = rs. Again, we are assuming here that all 
polynomials are irreducibles of degree >1; hence (m, n )= (r, s )= 1. We thus 
consider a~fl = ~, + 6, where d(tr) = m, d(fl) = n, d(),) = r and d(6) = s. Then 
a, qtn.,~fl = ~qt.,sJ + 6, where [n, s] is the least common multiple of n and s. It follows 
that (a "qt''l- a0fl = ),ql,,,l_ )', so that n I[m, r]. Since (m, n) = 1, we have n I r. 
Similarily, m I s. But since mn = rs, we get n = r, m = s, and we are reduced to a 
previous case. 
In summary we may state the following theorem and corollary. 
Theorem 9. Let f e GF[q, x] be a monic irreducible of degree >1. I f  f decomposes 
as 
f =f l  °f2 ° ' ' "  °ft =g l*g2*"  " "*gs, 
where o and * denote composed multiplication and composed addition, 
respectively, then either f is a o-associate of some f and the other fi's are units or f is 
a *-associate of some gi and the other gi's are units. 
Corollary. I f  a monk: irreducible f in GF[q, x] is decomposable with respect o one 
of o or *, then it is indecomposable with respect o the other. 
Stated in terms of elements from F this becomes 
Corollary. Let y e F with d(y) > 1. I f  y = C[ ' l t l '  2 • • • c[' t = f l l  q -  f12  - [ - "  • • -1- fls, where 
the oti are multiplicatively indecomposable and the [~i are additively 
indecomposable, then either t = 1 or s = 1, or both. 
7. An  inversion formula 
We shall now derive an inversion formula which will be used in the next section 
to count indecomposables with respect o composed multiplication and composed 
addition. 
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Let ~ denote the collection of all finite nonempty sets S= {n l ,  n2 ,  • • • , nk} of 
integers such that n~ > 1 and (n~, ni)= 1 for i ~: j .  A second set T of ~ is a 
refinement of S iff T can be partitioned into k mutually disjoint nonempty subsets 
T=T~t37"20 . . .UTk  so that the product of all members of T~ is n~, i=  
1, 2 , . . . ,  k. In this case we write T <~ S. For example, {2, 3, 5} ~< {2, 15} <~ {30}. 
It is clear that (~, ~<) is a locally finite partially ordered set in the sense of Rota 
[8]. This poset does not have a least element, but we can adjoin one, say tp, and 
(0~, ~<) remains locally finite. 
Now consider an arbitrary arithmetic function a(n) from the positive integers to 
the complex numbers C, and let A denote the function on LP "induced" by a(n) 
as follows: 
A(S)  = a(nl)a(n2) . . . a(nk), (33) 
where S = {n l ,  n2 , . . . ,  nk}, and where for convenience we put A(tp)=0. 
Further, suppose that B" Le---> C is given by 
B(S)= E A(T), 
SET 
(34) 
where the sum is over all refinements T of S. From (34) we obtain 
A(S)= ~ B(T)#(T,  S), (35) 
SET 
where # is the M6bius function for .~. 
function #. 
It remains to determine the M6bius 
This determination is actually quite easy when we use the known M6bius 
function for the partition lattice of a finite set (see [3, 8, 9]); indeed, let T ~< S and 
let n be the product of the members of S. Then it is clear that the sublattice of L¢ 
consisting of the sets in ~ between T and {n } is isomorphic to the partition lattice 




{1}{2,3} {1,3}{2} {1,2}{3} 
\{1}{2}{3(  
Thus, the M6bius function #(T,  S) has exactly the same value as the known 
M6bius function evaluated at the elements corresponding to T and S in the 
isomorphic partition lattice. For the particular application we have in mind, the 
set S is a singleton set, and in this case, if T = {nl,  n2, • • •, nk} is a refinement of 
S = {n},  then it is well-known (see e.g. [8]) that #(T,  S) reduces to 
#(T, S )= ( - -1)k- l (k-  1)! (36) 
We now let b(n) be the arithmetic function defined by b(1)=a(1)  and 
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b(n) = B({n}) for all n > 1. It follows from (35) and (36) that 
a(n) = ~ ( - -1)k- l (k -  1)! b(nOb(n2)'"  b(nk), (37) 
where the sum is over all refinements {nx, n2, • . . ,  nk} of {n} in the lattice .T. In 
summary, we may state the following theorem. 
Theorem 10. Let a(n) and b(n) be arithmetic functions defined on the integers 
n >>- 2 and suppose that 
b(n) = ~ a(nOa(n2) . . . a(nk), 
where the sum is over all refinements of {n}. Then a(n) is given by (37). 
As we shall see in the next section, Theorem 10 is precisely what we need to 
count indecomposables. 
8. The number of indecomposables 
For each n i> 2, let l°(n), respectively I*(n), denote the number of degree n 
irreducibles in GF[q, x] which are indecomposable with respect to composed 
multiplication, respectively composed addition. Similarily, let E°(n), respectively 
E*(n), denote the number elements o~ in F with d(a 0 =n such that o~ is 
indecomposable with respect to multiplication, respectively addition. We now 
derive formulas for these numbers and also for the numbers l^(n), respectively 
E^(n), which denote number of irreducibles, respectively elements, which have 
degree n and are simultaneously indecomposable with respect o both multiplica- 
tion and addition. We shall require the well-known number ~(n)  of irreducibles 
of degree n in GF[q, x]; namely, 
n d 
' -n  
(38) 
where/z is the classical MSbius function and the sum is over all divisors d of n 
(see [4]). Clearly, the number of elements a~ in F with d(a 0 = n is 
A(n)=n~(n)=~IZ(d)qa .  (39) 
First consider E°(n). Let D°(n) denote the number of elements a~ in F with 
d(~) = n such that a~ is multiplicatively decomposable. Then 
A(n) = E°(n) + D°(n). (40) 
Because of Theorem 6 we may associate with each decomposable a~ of degree n 
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some unique proper refinement {nl, n2,  • • • , nk )  of {n},  where a: = trio:2 • • • irk 
with a:/ indecomposable and d(a:i)=n/. Also because of Theorem 6, all 
decompositions of a< are given by tr = (c~ml)(c2a:2)-'- (Cktrk) where ci e GF(q) 
and l-I c/= 1; thus, there are (q - 1) k-~ ways to decompose such an a:. This means 
the number of decomposables a sociated with the refinement {nx,  n2 ,  . . .  , nk}  is 
1-I E°(ni)/(q - 1) k-~, and it follows that 
D°(n) = ~ E°(nl)E°(n2) "'" E°(nk)/(q - 1) k-l, (41) 
where the sum is over all refinements of {n} strictly less than {n}. Putting 
g°(n)=E°(n) / (q -1 ) ,  we find from (40) and (41) that A (n)=(q-1)  
x ~ R°(nOR°(n2) • ..  R°(nk), where the sum is now over all refinements of {n). 
Using Theorem 10 we obtain after simplification 
E°(n) = ~ {(- -1)k- l (k-  1 ) ! / (q -  1y-x}a(nOa(nz)  . . .  A(nk). (42) 
Similarly, we find E*(n) to be 
E*(n) = ~ {(--1)k-l(k - 1)!/qk-1}A(nl)A(n2) . . .  Zl(nk). (43) 
Since each indecomposable irreducible gives rise to n indecomposable elements tr 
of F with d(tr) = n, it follows that 
I°(n) = E°(n)/n, l*(n) = E*(n)/n. (44) 
Finally, because of the Corollary to Theorem 9 we can determine E"(n) and 
I " (n)  by simple subtraction: 
E^(n) = E*(n) + E°(n) - A(n), l^(n) = l*(n) +/0(n) - W(n). (45) 
In summary we state 
Theorem I_I. The enumerants E°(n), E*(n), E^(n), /0(n), l*(n), and l^(n) 
satisfy (45), where E°(n) and E*(n) are determined by (42) and (43) and/0(n), 
l*(n) are given by (44). 
ExsRple. Consider n = 6 and q arbitrary. From (39) we obtain A(2)= q2  q, 
A(3) = q3 _ q, and A(6) = q6 _ q3 _ q2 + q; thus, .from (42) and (43) it follows 
that E°(6) = q6 _ q4 _ q3 + q and E*(6) = q6 _ q4. Using (44) and (45) we get 
r(6) - -  q4 _ q3 + q)/6, 1"(6) = (q6_ q4)/6, E"(6) = q6_ 2q4 + q2, and 
1^(6) = (q6 _ 2q4 + q2)/6. In particular, for q = 2 these numbers become E°(6) = 
42, E*(6)= 48, /°(6) = 7, •*(6) = 8, E^(6) = 36, and 1^(6) = 6 in agreement with 
our previous examples. 
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9. Some concluding remarks 
We now return to the general Abelian group situation (G, o), still assuming the 
Frobenius automorphism o is an automorphism of G, and we attempt o abstract 
the unique decomposition proofs given for composed multiplication and com- 
posed addition in Sections 3 and 4. 
Let Gn = G fq GF(q"). Since (3, is finite and dosed under <>, it follows that Gn is 
a subgroup of G. Moreover, G is the union of all the groups G, and for each o~ in 
G, d(a 0 is the least n such that a~ e G,. Clearly, Gm tq G, -- Gk, where k = (m, n); 
thus, for relatively prime m and n, this intersection is G1. 
Suppose that (m,n)=l  and let Sm,,,={~'eF:]'=ol<>fl, teeGm, fleG,,}. It 
follows from elementary group theory that ISm,.I = Iaml IG, I/IGd; indeed, each 
product ), is repeated [Gx[ times. Thus, as a~ varies over Gm and fl over G,, it 
follows that 
YI l-[ (x - ol <> fl) = (Fm,,,(x)) e, (46) 
where e = IGm[ IG,,I/IGll and where Fm,,,(x) is given by 
Vm,.(x)= I-[ (x - 3.), (47) 
with this last product over all 3. e Sm,n. Since Sm.,, is o-invariant, the polynomial of 
(47) is in GF[q, x]; thus, (46) is the generalization of (14) and (28). It readily 
follows that a necessary and sufficient condition in order that an element ), e G of 
degree mn be expressible as ], = c~ <> fl, where d(a~)= m and d(fl)= n is that y 
satisfy (47); hence, we have obtained the generalization of Lemmas 4 and 9. The 
general factorization theory could evidently be completed if the analogue of 
Lemma 5 could be proved. While part of this lemma carries through, we have 
been unable, at this writing, to obtain the general analogue of (22) and (32). 
Now suppose that G and H are isomorphic groups by an isomorphism q9 where 
oq9 = q0o, o the Frobenius automorphism. To each polynomial f e Me[q, x] let us 
associate the polynomial f '  defined by 
f '  = 1-I (x  - 
where the product is over all roots ~ of f. Since f ' (x)  q = H (x q - ep(trq)) =f'(xq), 
it follows that f '  is in MH[q, x]. Thus, the correspondence f o f '  is a one-one, 
onto, degree preserving mapping from M6[q, x] to Ml~[q, x]; moreover, it is 
easily verified that this mapping is an isomorphism between the two algebraic 
systems Me[q, x] and Mi.l[q, x] (under the respective composed product opera- 
tions). Further, since irreducibles are mapped to irreducibles, it follows that a 
unique factorization theory for It[q, x] implies a unique factorization theory for 
I . [q, x]. 
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As an application, consider the groups of Examples 1 and 4 and also Examples 
2 and 3 as given at the beginning of Section 2. The mapping qg(tr) = 1 - tr is a 
group isomorphism between the groups of Examples 1 and 3, while the mapping 
tp(tr) = tr + c is a group isomorphism between the groups of Examples 2 and 3. 
Further, the Frobenius automorphism commutes with each of these q9 maps. 
Thus, since we have proved a unique factorization theorem in the case of 
Example 1 and also in the case of Example 3, a corresponding theorem follows 
for each of the other two examples. 
More generally, let (G, -) denote the additive or multiplicative group of some 
subfield of G (or for that matter any group where It[q, x] possesses the unique 
decomposition property) and suppose that tp : G--> H is a one-one map of G onto 
a cr-invariant subset H of F such that trq9 = q0cr. 
defined by 
Then the operation ~ on H 
(48) 
makes (H, o) into a group isomorphic to (G, .); indeed, tp is an isomorphism. It 
then follows that In[q, x] has the unique decomposition property. It is easily seen 
that the two isomorphic situations mentioned in the previous paragraph are each 
special cases of (48). 
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